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Foreword

The most dangerous word in any history book is “we.”

Too often, history teaches how “we” treated the slaves or how “we” gave women the
right to vote or how “we” learned cattle-driving techniques from the vaqueros, when,
of course, the slaves and the women and the Latinos of the West are also “we.” 

Aren’t they?

This series is definitely not about how “we” came to New York in the 17th Century,
because many of “us” were already here.

Rather, it is a story of four nations coming together. It’s a story of how “we” met, and
how “we” tried to get along, and of the things that “we” did for each other, and with
each other, and, too often, to each other.

We weren’t able to include every “we” in a series of eight 900-word chapters, and so
the Algonquin are portrayed as actors on the margins of the region’s history, the
tribes on the Niagara Frontier get a scant mention and the short-lived Swedish settle-
ments are not brought up at all.

But for the four main players in 17th Century New York, we have tried to portray
each with respect and fairness. 

Mike Peterson
series author
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Using this guide

Look through the activities at the beginning and end of  this guide and plan which ones you will use and at what point
you will introduce them. It is also recommended that you look over the information in each chapter guide, both to
plan your testing of  knowledge within that chapter and to provide background for your own teaching of  it.

But please don’t take it all so seriously!

This series is intended to be interesting and fun as well as educational.  All questions and research topics are intended
for modification and adaptation to your classroom and ability levels. Let them be fun!

The graphic organizers and other items in the back of  the guide can be used with multiple chapters.

Each chapter includes questions for literal and inferential meaning to guide discussion and measure comprehension.

The T/F&Y (“True/False and Why”) activity helps students learn to back up their answers with information from
the text, a critical skill.

Resources include websites to support your teaching. Some have elements students may enjoy but we have not included
“kid’s sites.” 

You can use these as backgrounders on your own or to help create SmartBoard and similar layouts to use as teaching aids. 

The standards checklist serves as a document to record the standards met throughout the unit. By noting when you have
applied a particular standard, you can track the balance of  your emphasis on the many ways in which standards can be
applied throughout this story and guide.

Have a (virtual) author visit in your classroom!

Your students can comment and ask questions about each chapter!
http://www.weeklystorybook.com/WNYWN

There is a blog for this serial where your students can comment or ask questions in a safe environment. 
I check it often and answer questions or explain things they comment about.  It’s helpful if  they 
leave a first name and school so I know who I’m answering, but no personal information

is shared and no comments appear until I’ve seen and approved them.

Want a more personal interaction? If  you would like to set up a Skype interview, email me at teachup@gmail.com and
we can talk about holding a live on-line presentation for your students.

Please take advantage of  these opportunities!
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Sources and resources
This account is based on a large number of sources, including my own eighth-
grade social studies text, “Exploring New York,” and edition of which had been
updated in 1963, a year after my class used it. 

It’s certainly outdated and I can’t recommend it, but it was fun to revisit my first
encounter with the topic and I hope your students will look back one day on the
lessons you are providing today with similar affection as an awakening of interest.

For more serious research, I used primary sources including Champlain’s journals
and some older books and publications about the Dutch, French and English history

in the region, several of which cited additional primary sources that were of value.

On-line resources were also critical in preparing this series; you will find these resources cited on the
Teaching Guide pages for the sections in which they apply.

Information on the Iroquois experience was harder to find, and two books in particular stood out for
credibility and readability, and, if you would like to learn more about their perspective on history, I
strongly recommend these: 

The Ordeal of the Longhouse; The Peoples of the Iroquois League
in the Era of European Colonization
Daniel K. Richter,  University of North Carolina Press, 1992

Iroquois Diplomacy on the Early American Frontier
Timothy J. Shannon, The Penguin Library of American Indian
History, 2008

Usage Note
We have used the names of the major nations as they are given in English, except
  when the use of the original language makes a particular point. So, just as we
have spoken of the “French,” not les “francais,” we have generally used the term
“Iroquois” rather than “Haudenosaunee,” but have frequently spoken of “The
People of the Longhouse” because it is both expressive and because it emphasizes
the geographic aspect of that term.

In addition, we have used the term “Indian” rather than “Native American”
because it is preferred by the people to whom it is applied. Most Indians find
“Native American” unnecessary and even foolish; some are offended by it.



Knowing newspapers
Front page
Typically the front page covers the most important news. The decision of what to put on Page One

is made during meetings. The most important news is located above the fold in broadsheet newspapers
(papers that are folded horizontally).The front page of a newspaper contains information such as the
name of the paper, its year of origin, the date and often an index.

Classified Advertisements
These ads are within the classified section and are listed by categories (classifications) such as homes

for sales, automobiles, help wanted, lost and found, etc. They are brief and contain information such as
telephone numbers, cost, salary, etc.

Editorial Page
An editorial page usually contains an editorial, other opinion pieces, letters from readers and an ed-

itorial cartoon.

Editorial
Editorials are written using fact and opinion. They represent the view of an editorial board rather

than one person and provide commentary and opinion on issues, debates and events. Editorials appear
on the editorial page, but, unlike columns, do not give the writer’s name, because they represent the
entire newspaper and not just one person.

Editorial/Political Cartoons— Editorial or Political cartoons are graphic illustrations that provide com-
mentary on an issue through the use of elements such as symbols.

Web Site Resource
http://nieonline.com/aaec/cftc.cfm

This site offers lesson plans for using editorial and political cartoons as teaching tools.

Display/Retail Advertisements
These are ads for goods and services. They are located throughout the newspaper. These advertise-

ments contain pertinent information such as telephone numbers, store hours, sale prices and location
of the business or organization. Ads may contain graphic illustrations and/or photographs. They vary
in size and shape.

Sports Section
Usually the sports stories found in this section are written using descriptive language and literary

styles such as simile, metaphors, etc.

Opinion Columns
Opinion columns are written by individuals and may not  represent the views of the editorial board.

The opinions expressed in the columns are those of the individual column writer.

Feature Writing
Feature articles are written pieces that are not considered hard news. They may be timely if written

as a review or highlighting an upcoming event or production but they are usually stories that do not
contain “breaking news.” Features stories are often human interest articles and sometimes are strictly
informational and process oriented. For example, a story about home improvements may include a
how-to section.
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Headlines
Headlines tell what the story is about. They use big letters and just a few words so readers can decide

quickly if they are interested in the stories and want to read them.

Inverted Pyramid Writing Style
The inverted pyramid style of writing involves writing the most essential details and information

at the top and less important details in later paragraphs.The questions answered are often referred to
as the 5 W’s and How — what, who, when, where, why and how.

Obituaries
An obituary is a notice placed by a funeral home to announce someone’s death. Until recently,

obituaries were considered news and, at most newspapers, subject to the same rules as any news stories.
Each newspaper had its own style (rules) about things like what terms could be used, how many
surviving relatives could be listed and whether or not hobbies and interests could be mentioned. Today,
many papers consider obituaries a type of ad. Families pay to have obits in the paper, but, in return,
they can make them much more personal than in the days when they were “news items.”

e-Edition
An e-Edition or Electronic edition is an exact copy of the newspaper on-line, so that the reader

goes page by page as if reading the paper edition, with all the content of the print edition as well as
all the advertisements and other elements. E-editions provide readers with the ease of use of a com-
puter without sacrificing any of the newspaper’s content.

Newspaper Background Information
Here are two sites with lesson plans for teaching about and with newspapers.

http://www.frankwbaker.com/messages_and_meanings.htm

http://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/lesson/lesson139.shtml
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Chapter One: Chapter One: 
The PlaceThe Place

Where We LiveWhere We Live

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help you enjoy the chapter

century  instep   upriver   

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1.  According to the story, what is New York State shaped like?

2.   What lake forms a large part of  the border between New York and Vermont?

3.  What are the four main nations that formed New York State?

4.  What people often lived on both the east and west banks of  the Hudson River?

T/F&Y: Circle each of  these statements to mark it True or False. Then quote a few words from the text showing Why you chose that answer:

T  F  1.  New York has always had the shape it has today. 

T  F  2.  Lake Ontario is between the United States and Canada.

T  F  3. The four nations we will study are the only people who lived in the area that is now New York then.

Look it up!
This article mentions several large lakes and important rivers in what is now New York. Make a Top Ten list of

longest rivers and a Top Ten list of  biggest lakes in New York, and find them on the map. 
Mark with a star the ones that form a border of  New York State today.

You can ask questions or add comments at our blog! http://www.weeklystorybook.com/wnywn



Mapping New York
The first step in our history is to break the habit of thinking of New York State as something
that had to be just as it was. 

As noted in this chapter, the geographic entity shaped like a high-top basketball shoe is only
partially defined by natural borders. Today’s New York includes some natural borders, some
borders that are simply lines on a map and some natural features, like Lake George and the
Hudson River, that would have made good borders but are not used that way.

David Yehling Alan’s “The Mapping of New York State: A Study in the History of Cartogra-
phy” has not only a number of antique maps of the state, but interesting discussion of how
they evolved. 

It is available on line at http://digital.library.stonybrook.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/newyorkstatemaps/id/46

Alan also has a resource page with maps at http://www.stonybrook.edu/libmap/nymaps.htm

This page consists of a list of maps, with links that open up as seen in this illustration, which is of a 1632 map of New
France by Samuel de Champlain.

A. provides a thumbnail of the map, together with a link for a more full-sized version

B. gives the bibiographic information, including copyright as known. 

C. is a brief write-up providing the historical setting and describing main features, as well as discussing the map itself
and providing a link to references.

Our expectations are that, while the maps can be a fun and helpful whiteboard aid to help students understand the time
and context, the main value of this, and most of the resources in this guide, is to make you better able to go beyond the
text with knowledge and confidence.

 i

 

Facts and Details
1. a basketball shoe
2. Lake Champlain
3. The Iroquois, the Dutch, the French and the English
4. The Mahican
T/F&Y:    1   F   2  T    3   F

Answer Key
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Chapter Two: The People of the LonghouseChapter Two: The People of the Longhouse

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help you enjoy the chapter

stockade   matrilinear   matriarchal   clan   influential  sachem   council   

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning
1. What tribes were part of  the Iroquois Nation in the 1600s?

2. When an Iroquois man and woman married, whose family did they live with?

3. Why did Hiawatha live by himself  in the wilderness?

4.  What tribe lived in the middle of  the Longhouse?

T/F&Y: Circle each of  these statements to mark it True or False. Then quote a few words from the text showing Why you chose that answer:

T  F  1. The Five Nations of  the Iroquois were the only people who spoke that language.

T  F  2. Deganawidah was not a member of  the Iroquois Nation. 

T  F  3. Iroquois villages had several longhouses surrounded by a tall fence of  logs.  

What do you think?
Deganawidah had the courage to meet with a very violent, very angry, dangerous warrior and persuade
him to become peaceful. Who is another person from history who turned a violent, unpleasant
situation into a chance for peace and understanding? Write a brief  essay comparing that person

to Deganawidah. What are some of  the adjectives that might describe both?

You can ask questions or add comments at our blog! http://www.weeklystorybook.com/wnywn



Facts and Details
1. Seneca, Cayuga, Onondaga, Oneida, Mohawk
2. the woman’s
3. his family had been killed in war
4. the Onondaga
T/F&Y:    1  F    2   T   3   T

Answer Key

Iroquois in the present
A caution in teaching this and the chapters to follow, and one you are likely aware of if you live near one of
New York’s several native communities: This chapter discusses specific ways in which Iroquois culture applied
in the past, but their culture is not “history” and remains vibrant and present today.

Of course, not everything is the same as it was 400 years ago. Still, while we’ve all adapted to global norms,
and none of us dress the way we did in 1600 except on ceremonial occasions,  the Dutch are still Dutch, the
French are still French, the English are still English and the Iroquois are still Iroquois.  

Governing by Consensus
A critical difference between Iroquois and European culture
in the 17th century was that, while Europe was only starting
to experiment with democracy and its monarchs still wielded
real power, the Iroquois had been governing by consensus
from the start of their culture.

Not only was there no “chief” handing down decisions, but it
was not even a matter of voting and the losing side accepting
the results of the balloting. 

The Iroquois strove for total agreement, and this could be a
long process even in local issues, given that some of their towns had populations in four figures. Making
agreements that satisfied the people of all the towns in all Five Nations could take a very long time.

Europeans were used to “negotiations” in which one side said what they wanted, the other side said what
they wanted, and they went back and forth until they found a compromise, with one side feeling they had
“won” the negotiations and the other side perhaps feeling it has “lost.”

It might take a while, but it didn’t take nearly as long as reaching consensus, and there is something almost
comical in imagining the culture shock of people used to quick decisions based on authority coming into ne-
gotiate with a consensus-based people.

According to Shannon’s book, a meeting at an Iroquois town would begin with the hosts greeting, exchang-
ing gifts with and then feeding their visitors from Albany. 

The next day, whoever called the meeting would make a long speech describing what they wanted to have
happen. Then the other party would make a long speech that was, in essence, a repetition of the first speech,
to make certain that they understood the proposal. That was the end of Day One.

The next day, the second party would make a long speech giving his reaction to the proposal, and then the
first party would make an equally long speech paraphrasing it, and they would then part in order to think
about it, and, in the case of the Iroquois, to consult with the clan mothers.

There was no hurry. The goal was for everyone to walk away feeling good about things.

And, in their culture, it worked very well, but Europeans found it extremely frustrating.
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Chapter Three:Chapter Three:
The First The First 
EuropeansEuropeans

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. Why didn’t countries that wanted to trade with Asia just sail around Africa to get there?

2. Who did Verrazzano meet when he sailed into Upper New York Bay?

3. Who was the first European to meet the Iroquois, and what nation did he work for?

4. Why didn’t Cartier sail further up the St. Lawrence River than where Montreal is now?

T/F&Y: Circle each of  these statements to mark it True or False. Then quote a few words from the text showing Why you chose that answer:

T  F  1. Many early explorers only came here trying to find a way to get to the Pacific Ocean.

T  F  2. Giovanni de Verrazzano was working for the Italian government when he sailed to New York.

T  F  3. Early maps of  North America were extremely accurate.

Look it up!

Even after Magellan sailed around the tip of  South America to the Pacific, explorers continued
to look for ways to get there by sailing through North America. Read about Magellan’s voyage
and look at maps, then write a brief  essay about why they might have looked for another way.

You can ask questions or add comments at our blog! http://www.weeklystorybook.com/wnywn



The Lenni-Lenape and
Verrazzano’s Visit

When Verrazzano sailed up through
the narrows that now bear his name,
the guides who paddled alongside his
ship were the Lenni-Lenape, whose
lands included much of New York
City, western Long Island, the Lower
Hudson and the Delaware Valley.

The Lenape joined in the fur trade with
the Dutch, though they did not enjoy
the same good relations with them that
the Iroquois had. 

They also had poor relations with the
Mohawk and became involved in the
Beaver Wars among native tribes that
broke out over the fur trade.  

Later, when a Dutch governor in that
part of the region started a war against Indians, the fact that the Lenape lived closer to
New Amsterdam, and perhaps it is not surprising that they turned more towards
William Penn’s colony and the lands that now are New Jersey and Delaware.

However, the Lenape had a much more lasting
impact on this portion of their homeland be-
sides the stories of their cheerful first en-
counter with Verrazzano. Many of the place
names in their part of what is now New York
reflect the Lenape culture, including Tappan
and Manhattan. 

The Lenape were victimized by the Indian Removal Act and, while
there are two Lenape tribes recognized by the State of New Jersey, the
only federally-recognized Lenape are in Oklahoma and Wisconsin

Primary Source

You can download and read large
sections of Verrazzano’s report to
King Francis I of France in a colorful
PDF at this URL:  
http://tinyurl.com/ngyp5o7

As should be expected, it is not
geared to modern sensitivity and
you should read it before deciding
what passages to share with your
students.

Facts and Details
1. Only Portugal was allowed by treaty to do that
2. The Lenape
3. Jacques Cartier, France
4. There were rapids his ship could not sail through.
T/F&Y:    1  T    2  F    3   F

Answer Key
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Above, the Verazzano Narrows Bridge (spelled differently than the explorer’s name) seen from
the air (photo: John Mabel) and from space (NASA). Below, Lenni-Lenape chief  Lapowinsa, as
he looked in 1735. His tattoos show his clan alignment.

Penn’s treaty with the Lenape, by Benjamin West



Chapter Four: Chapter Four: 
The FrenchThe French

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help you enjoy the chapter
allies   raiding   treaty   powder   shot   tolerant

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning
1. What city did Samuel de Champlain create?

2. Why was Champlain’s group of  Indians able to defeat a much larger group of  Iroquois?

3. What modern town is near the place where the battle between Champlain and the Iroquois happened? 

4. What is the name for the violence that broke out among Indian nations over fur to trade with Europeans?

T/F&Y: Circle each of  these statements to mark it True or False. Then quote a few words from the text showing Why you chose that answer:

T  F  1. Champlain helped repair some of  the bad feelings between the French and Indians in Canada.

T  F  2. Prisoners of  war were treated kindly in the 1600s.

T  F  3. The Iroquois never forgave Champlain and the French for taking sides with their enemies.

Look it up!

The French claimed all the land alongside the St. Lawrence River and alongside any rivers that flowed into it, 
and any lakes that touched it. Look at a map and list some of  the modern places 

that might be French if  their claim were still in force today.
You can ask questions or add comments at our blog! http://www.weeklystorybook.com/wnywn



In October, 1615, Champlain ventured into Iro-
quois territory with a group of Hurons and
spent three days attacking an Oneida village
near the current site of Fenner in Madison
County, and later drew this picture of the “cas-
tle,” for which he built a wooden seige tower as
was used against castles in Europe.

The Oneida held out, however, and Champlain himself was seriously
wounded. When a larger group of Indians failed to show up to help
as promised, Champlain’s Huron allies became discouraged and the
attack was called off.

While the earlier encounter at Crown Point is more famous, this attack
helped set the Iroquois against the French.

For additional reading:

From  the NYSED Champlain/Hudson/Fulton
Commemoration Online Resource:

Significance of Samuel de Champlain to New York
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/ciai/chf/scholar/champlainscholar.html

Samuel de Champlain, explorer and cartographer

Champlain was a true explorer and, in the days before photography, being a good artist was an excellent skill to add
to the curiosity necessary for the job. This map in 1612 combines earlier known features, but large parts of it are based
on his own trips, notes and measurements. Given the lack of true scale and the incomplete information, it’s hard to
pick out details in New York, but I have noted Onondaga Lake and Lake Champlain, as well as the mountain that
would later give its name to a city. The Gulf of St. Lawrence and Lakes Ontario and Erie are obvious, and in addition
to his botanical renderings and pictures of Montagnais and Algonquin people, there are a variety of animals placed
randomly on the map.

Facts and Details
1. Quebec
2. Champlain had guns
3. Crown Point
4. The Beaver Wars
T/F&Y:    1      2      3  

Answer Key
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Chapter Five: Chapter Five: 
New Netherland New Netherland 

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help you enjoy the chapter

immunities   ailments   epidemic   covenant

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning
1. Why did Henry Hudson stop when he got to where Albany is today, instead of  going farther upriver?

2. Why were diseases that only made Europeans sick so much more deadly for Indians?

3. What was the difference in what happened at New Amsterdam and what happened at Fort Orange?

4. How did the Dutch settlers feel about Governor Kieft?

T/F&Y: Circle each of  these statements to mark it True or False. Then quote a few words from the text showing Why you chose that answer:

T  F  1. When the Dutch and the Indians first met, everything went very well with no problems.

T  F  2. The Mohawk and Mahican fought over land.

T  F  3. When settlers complained about Governor Kieft, the Dutch government wouldn’t listen to them.

Look it up!
Peter Stuyvesant became very famous in New York history. Look him up in at least three

places and write a brief  biography of  him, using the information from each
of  the sources you found.

You can ask questions or add comments at our blog! http://www.weeklystorybook.com/wnywn



The anniversary is past, but  the past has not changed

In 2009, as part of the 400th
Anniversary of Hudson and
Champlain’s voyages to our re-
gion, the NYNPA Newspaper
In Education Program created a
10-part NIE educational series
with extensive links to other
educational materials and a teachers' guide. 

The Quadricentennial is past, but these resources
remain a solid, attractive, authoritative resource
for studying the times.

http://nynpa.com/nie/niequad.html

Facts and Details
1. The water was too shallow for his ship.
2. Their bodies were not used to them and had no immunities.
3. New Amsterdam was where the government was, Fort Orange was where the fur-trading took place.
4. They were angry that he started a war with the Indians.
T/F&Y:    1  F   2   T  3  F

Answer Key

17

Author’s note
I don’t have a particular passage to quote on this topic, but I find it interest-
ing that the division between New Amsterdam, the seat of government,
and Fort Orange, where a substantial amount of the colony’s business was
taking place, began right from the start, though the poles have since been
reversed, and now the largest center of the state’s commerce is at the mouth
of the Hudson while the governance takes place at the more northerly site. 

We will see in later chapters how the disconnect between the two settlements
created problems. Both of the books cited as major sources go into far more
detail on the topic. (This colorful 1725 map is based on much earlier information)

Gaining perspective
This 55 minute presentation is entitled “What Did the Native Peoples Think of Hudson?”
and I gained a great deal of perspective on the interplay between native people and
European explorers. The level of vocabulary and complexity is not geared towards a
middle-school audience, but teachers will find it an extremely valuable and fascinating
way to adjust their own sense of how sophisticated pre-contact peoples were. Here is
CSPAN’s own description:

Evan Haefeli re-examined the traditional interpretations of the native reaction to the arrival of
explorer Henry Hudson and the men on his ship “Half Moon” 400 years previously. He focused on what the natives' descendants
said was their ancestors' impressions of Hudson when he arrived, whether or not they thought he was a “God” or “Great Manitou”
and what they might have really meant by those descriptions. He also talked about different interpretations of the way people reacted
to the explorers. He also responded to questions from members of the audience.

http://www.c-span.org/video/?289826-1/native-american-reaction-henry-hudson

http://www.nynpa.com/images/nie/1662_1725_Neobelgii_Allard_Ottens3.jpg



Chapter Six:  Chapter Six:  
Kings andKings and
Queens andQueens and

Their QuarrelsTheir Quarrels

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning
1. What happened in Europe that led to the English taking over New Netherlands and naming it New York?

2. How did the Dutch settlers feel about the English taking over their colony?

3. Where was the English takeover violent?

4. Why were most of  the fur traders in Albany still Dutch?

T/F&Y: Circle each of  these statements to mark it True or False. Then quote a few words from the text showing Why you chose that answer:

T  F  1. There were many wars in Europe during the 1600s.

T  F  2. The English let many of  the Dutch officials in New York keep their jobs.

T  F  3. After the Dutch left, the Iroquois became very friendly with the French.

Look it up!
Choose a European country and look up its history during the 1600s. Was it involved in any wars?

Make a brief  report on who was governing that country then and 
any wars that it was involved in.

You can ask questions or add comments at our blog! http://www.weeklystorybook.com/wnywn



Facts and Details
1. England beat the Netherlands in a war.
2. They didn’t care and some were even happy about it.
3.  Delaware River valley
4. They were more experienced and new the Indians better.
T/F&Y:    1      2      3   

Answer Key

Kieft’s War and British actions in the Delaware Valley
The history of New York, for the most part, lacks the stories of violence and genocidal
wars that mark some other colonies. For that reason, it may not be necessary to dwell
over-much on the outbreaks that did occur. And yet they did, and, particularly if you are
in the Lower Hudson or the Delaware Valley, those events are hard to turn away from.
Here are some helpful websites for background:

Kieft's War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kieft's_War

English Administration in the Delaware River region of NY
http://www.newnetherlandinstitute.org/files/2514/0152/0844/Volumes_XX__XXI_-

_Delaware_Papers_English_Period_1664-1682.pdf

19

Author’s Note: Who are the “savages”?
One of the challenges I was not looking forward to in writ-
ing this project was dealing with the very brutal nature of
warfare among the Iroquois and Algonquin, and, in partic-
ular, their treatment of captives. I had been raised on
ghastly descriptions that left me wondering how a his-
tory could be honest without traumatizing young read-
ers and offending those whose ancestors have often been
called “savages.”

The breakthrough came when I read an 1881 book by an
Tuscarora writer, Elias Johnson, “Legends, Traditions,
and Laws of the Iroquois, or Six Nations,” in which he
simply pointed out what was going on in Europe at
roughly the same time, including the 30 Years War, a bru-
tal clash of religions, the witch hunts that relied on torture
for much of their “evidence,” and the tail end of the Spanish Inquisition and other torture-driven in-
quiries into the capital offense of religious heresy.

Not only was his argument valid, but he didn’t even mention Cromwell, whose officials raised the Eng-
lish flag as New Amsterdam became New York, and who was not only hated by the Irish for his actions
there, but who sent English, Scottish and Irish political dissidents to the Caribbean as slaves to cut cane,
or as indentured servants to his new English colony, New York.

Knowing this does not, of course, make warfare here any more gentle, but it drives home the point that
war in those days was nasty business wherever it took place, and few nationalities of the era have the
standing to point at anyone else and cry, “Savages!”

This website may be helpful in giving you a sense of what was going on back in “The Civilized World.”

http://www.historyguide.org/earlymod/lecture6c.html

Wilhelm Kieft



Chapter Seven:  Chapter Seven:  
A Century ofA Century of

ChangeChange

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help you enjoy the chapter

civil war   execution    dictator      

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning
1. What are the two main reasons why there were not as many Iroquois living in New York by 1700?

2. What was the peaceful way the Iroquois were able to trade furs despite the loss of  beaver in the region?

3. How did the English official offend Iroquois leaders?

4. What happened in King Williams War that made the Iroquois feel the English were not helpful enough?

T/F&Y: Circle each of  these statements to mark it True or False. Then quote a few words from the text showing Why you chose that answer:

T  F  1. Beaver and other fur-bearing animals were plentiful in New York by 1700.

T  F  2. By 1700, the Iroquois enjoyed new tools and technologies but did not really need them.

T  F  3. There were slaves living in New York by 1700.

Look it up!
There were non-Iroquois Indians living in the area between the Seneca lands at the Western Door of  the 
Longhouse and the Niagara River. Who were these people? Look for information on the history of  
the Niagara Frontier and see what you can learn about the people who lived there before 1700.

You can ask questions or add comments at our blog! http://www.weeklystorybook.com/wnywn



Technology Changes
The Iroquois gained a lot of new technologies in the first 100 years after they first met
Europeans, and it meant great changes in their way of life. To go back to the old ways of
doing things would have been a hardship.

In modern times, we don’t see the huge technological changes they experienced, but it
might be helpful to look back at the changes we have seen in the past century. How
much would your students have to give up, if they lived with the technology of a cen-
tury ago?

Business people had the advantage of this new style com-
puter that could add, subtract, multiply and divide! It even
printed the results out on a piece of paper for you!

And there was music to enjoy, but you had to put each
song on one at a time, and you certainly couldn’t carry it
around with you.

A clever boy (they didn’t think girls cared about such things!)
could put together his own radio, but, until November, 1916,
there were no radio stations in New York or anywhere nearby.
Until then, all you would hear was other wireless nerds tap-
ping out messages in Morse Code.

And forget about television, it was far in the future. You might go see a movie, but it
would be silent and mostly black-and-white. You certainly couldn’t watch a movie in
your own home! 

You couldn’t take a ride in an airplane, either, but you might know somebody who
owned an automobile.

A good way to explore this idea is for students to keep an activity journal, and then go back and see how much
of their life would be different if they were relying on the technology of a century ago.

Schenectady
Besides the Iroquois villages that were burned in King Williams War, the settlement
of Schenectady was also attacked by the French and their Indian allies, mostly Algo-
nquin but including some of the Mohawk who now lived near Montreal. 

In the attack, 60 settlers were killed, including 11 African slaves.

But some settlers were spared because they were Mohawk, and were taken as cap-
tives to live in the Mohawk settlement of Kahnawake. They were likely the grand-
children of Dutch settler men and Mohawk women. The children of those couples
had gone to live in their mothers’ Mohawk communities, but some of the grandchildren became traders and
interpreters, and had gone to live in the Dutch community with the Mohawk name. 

Facts and Details
1. Disease and moving to Canada
2. Helping other Indians trade in Albany
3. Spoke to them as if  they were children
4. The French burned the villages
T/F&Y:    1      2      3   

Answer Key
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ChapterChapter
Eight: The NextEight: The Next
Century, andCentury, and
Those AfterThose After

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. How did slaves come to New York in the 1700s?

2. How did the Iroquois change from “The Five Nations” to “The Six Nations”?

3. What nation left most of  North America in 1761?

4. After the American Revolution, what happened to the Onondaga and Cayuga’s land?

T/F&Y: Circle each of  these statements to mark it True or False. Then quote a few words from the text showing Why you chose that answer:

T  F  1.  The Oneida were called “The Little Brothers of  the Cayuga.”

T  F  2. The British and Iroquois defeated the French in the French and Indian War.

T  F  3. Settlers were careful to obey the agreements in the Fort Stanwix Treaty.

Look it up!
Choose a town in your area and find out how it got its name. What does it

tell you about the history of  that town?

You can ask questions or add comments at our blog! http://www.weeklystorybook.com/wnywn



Land use issues
This map shows the Central New York Military Land
Grant, and it’s pretty clear that the Seneca and Cayuga lost
a great deal of land, and, as noted in the text, there were
further broken promises and land takings to follow.

Many Iroquois communities relocated, and, in particular,
those who had supported the British often moved to
Canada, where there are substantial Iroquois communities
today, while others went to what was then the frontier in
Wisconsin and that region.

But avoiding the worst of the Indian Removal Act that was
yet to come has not changed the outcome, nor smoothed
over the bitter feelings, and the Iroquois have pursued land
claims and compensation throughout our history and in
particular in the past few decades.

It is important to note an important difference between the
European view of land and that of the native peoples, be-
cause it comes up again not only with the Western tribes
but within the conservation movement: Many European
Americans felt that land was idle if it were not being
farmed or timbered or mined. 

Theodore Roosevelt fought over this concept in attempting to preserve national parks at Yellowstone, Grand
Canyon and elsewhere, and there are still people today who consider that land “idle.”

Facts and Details
1. They were kidnapped from Africa by slave traders.
2. The Tuscarora came to New York and joined them.
3. France  
4. Most of  it was taken away from them.
T/F&Y:    1      2      3   

Answer Key

Beyond the Text
As has been said here before, there were far more than four nations
that came together to create our state, and there are certainly more
that have come here since the 17th Century.

A good culminating exercise that could continue throughout the
school year would be to invite people from the various nations
that make up our community to visit your classroom and talk to
students about their history and culture as it relates to New York.

Good starting points for finding volunteers is to look into local churches, which may cater to particular
cultural groups, inquire at specialty grocery shops and ethnic restaurants, and check with your local
chamber of commerce for annual festivals and events that showcase a group in your community.

You may also wish to assign each student to complete a report about a nationality or ethnic group
that has a presence in your area or in the child’s own family.   (photo: José Luís Ávila Silveira)
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Word Search
These words, names and terms are hidden in this puzzle. Can you find them all?

Iroquois
French
Dutch
English 
Mahican

Cayuga
Seneca
Oneida
Mohawk
Onondaga

Tuscarora
Algonquin
Abenaki
longhouse
beaver

Hudson
Verrazzano
Champlain
covenant
Peacemaker







Word Search Solution
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Using this series to achieve standards

“From Seneca Falls to the Polling Booth” offers a variety of  teaching opportunities, and our
questions for each chapter are deliberately uniform and basic, in order to allow teachers the
choice of  what standards and goals they want to emphasize and when.

For example, the first section of  questions, “Facts and Details,” can be used as a simple
check to make sure students understand the basics of  what they have read. To that end, you
can simply require a simple answer of  a few words. 

If  you are concurrently working on grammar and writing structure, you may wish to require
that answers be expressed in the form of  complete sentences. 

“T/F&Y” (“True/False and Why”) features relatively easy true-false questions, but then
requires students to furnish evidence from the text to support their responses.

“Look it up!” is an informational scavenger hunt geared towards helping students build re-
search skills. Some call for more detailed conclusions than others, all can be turned into
group projects, oral reports or discussion topics.

“Primary Resources” are offered as a bonus to make the history more immediate and to
help students see how initial reports are, as the saying goes, “the first draft of  history,” so
that they can see our own contemporary news in that light. Analysis of  this informational
text can be used to boost overall analytical skills. But these things are also offered because
they’re fun, and that should definitely be part of  your instructional strategy!
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